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Jamonera 

"A Spanish Jamboree"

It doesn’t matter if you are craving a large hearty paella or just a sampling

of delectable small dishes - Jamonera has an amazing selection of both.

Strong rich flavors married with the freshest of produce can be enjoyed in

this restaurant’s classy Gothic setting. Wines and other beverages with a

slight Mediterranean twist are available here, too. The restaurant

celebrates boldness and vibrancy in its food as well as in its interiors.

 +1 215 922 6061  jamonerarestaurant.com/  jamonerarestaurant@yaho

o.com

 105 South 13th Street,

Philadelphia PA
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Head Start Shoes 

"Head Over Heels"

For the best fit and the right style—Head Start Shoes. There are a

considerable number of women's shoe stores in Philadelphia, this shop is

among the very few considered essential stops for high-end footwear. It

carries many Italian designers, plus such American labels as Costume

National. While women's shoes predominate, the shop carries a good

selection of high-end men's footwear, predominately Italian. At Head Start

Shoes, you can buy a gift certificate which is a perfect gift for any

occasion.

 +1 215 567 3247  www.headstartshoes.com/  information@headstartsho

es.com

 126 South 17th Street,

Philadelphia PA
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DiBruno Bros 

"Downtown's Best Cheese Shop"

One of the best stores in the Italian Farmer's Market recently opened this

cheese shop by Rittenhouse Square. There is probably no better selection

of cheeses, olives or cured meats on this side of Broad Street. (This part of

town isn't famous for its cheese shops.) It's not just Italian food. Stilton,

Wembley, Etorka, Mahon, Gouda;everything you couldn't get in a Monty

Python sketch. If you're curious about anything you see, they give

samples to nibble. It gets very crowded on Saturday. Mail order and

cheese-preservation tips are available through their web site.

 +1 215 665 9220  www.dibruno.com/locatio

ns/rittenhouse-square

 customerservice@dibruno.

com

 1730 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia PA
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Blendo 

"Much More than Vintage"

When you first step in to Blendo, you may suffer from the mistaken

impression that the store has recently been hit by a tornado. Chaotic,

vibrant and full of life, the store's every surface is covered by a collection

of precariously balanced goodies. Featuring a quirky assortment of

vintage, antique and new items, Blendo offers its patrons an eclectic

selection of jewellery, home-ware, hats, bags, ceramics, furniture, clothes

and much more. Campy, hilarious, bizarre and beautiful are only a few of
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the words that come to mind when describing the articles found here. A

popular fixture at the store is its collection of Angela Caputi's jewellery

imported from Italy, fashioned upon vintage style designs. Whether you

are looking for a unique gift or a personal treasure, Blendo has something

to fit in to every budget and suit every taste.

 +1 215 351 9260  www.shopblendo.com/  info@shopblendo.com  1002 Pine Street,

Philadelphia PA
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Barsky Diamonds 

"Diamonds are Forever"

Barsky Diamonds has been family-owned and operated for a century. A

Philadelphia based company, the aim here is on online sales of the best

quality diamonds and fine jewelry. Each piece of jewelry is custom

designed, but still offered at a reasonable price. The website is quite

informative and tells one all they need to know about a girls best friend.

With the world getting more and net-savvy, your diamond is just a click

away! But to see the sparkle of these beautiful glittering stones, you need

to see them for yourself!

 +1 215 925 0980  www.barskydiamonds.co

m

 support@barskydiamonds.

com

 724 Sansom Street,

Philadelphia PA
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Eye's Gallery 

"Folk Art Wonderland"

Established in 1968, Eye's Gallery is a visual treat, right from the creative

mural and mosaic art on the exterior and interiors of this three-story store,

to the amazing floor-to-ceiling display of folk art. Get set to be transported

to a land of imagination by unique folk art from all over the globe. Check

out their exotic home decor, ceramics, furniture, tableware, trinkets,

jewelry, textiles and vintage objects that are handpicked and will surely

make any collector delirious. They also have an eclectic collection as an

ode to the iconic Mexican artist, Frida Kahlo which includes decorative

boxes, accessories and clothing.

 +1 215 925 0193  www.eyesgallery.com/  contact@eyesgallery.com  402 South Street,

Philadelphia PA
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Philadelphia Salvage 

"Treasure Trove"

Philadelphia Salvage was launched in the year 2011 and ever since, this

store has stocked a diverse collection of industrial and architectural

salvage items. Here, you can find funky, delicate and some breathtaking

finds dating from Period era to Mid-Century era. The store gets in new

items every week. Some unique and fabulous items are handmade in the

shop using reclaimed materials. Plumbing and bathroom fixtures like

toilets, tubs and sinks can be found at this antique store, apart from

electrical and lighting fixtures. Cabinets, windows, doors, reclaimed

lumber, tiles, knick knacks, flooring and furniture also grace the shelves of

this store. Indeed, Philadelphia Salvage remains a treasure trove to find

some amazing items, ideal for re-purposing.

 +1 215 843 3074  www.philadelphiasalvage.

com/

 info@philadelphiasalvage.c

om

 542 Carpenter Lane,

Philadelphia PA
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